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An Easy Way to Practice & Learn:
Letter Identification, Sounds of Letters, & Basic Word Units

By

Eastern A. Smith
Purpose

This pamphlet is designed as a construct to be used as a tool for early intervention and/or teaching. This construct may be used with young students, adults or anyone who might need help with letter identification, sounding of letters, and creating basic word units.

Out of the basic components of linguistics; phonology, morphology, semantics, and syntax, it is the phonological component (classification and articulation) that this construct will place most emphasis upon.

This construct is designed in a very simplistic way so that it may be used by any student or adult, who is lacking the basic literacy skills, with very little direction.

In order not to confuse the purpose or direction of this construct, the basis for this design is promulgated at the end under "What do others say?".

The Plan

The plan is to use familiar pictures along side of each letter of the alphabet for letter-to-picture identification. The focus will be on the sound of the initial letter of each associated word.

Each letter will have at least two minimal word pairs, most will have three, following the identity word. First, the definition of "minimal pair". A minimal pair is two or more words used in contrast, differing in only one letter, in the same place i.e.; bea/t/ and bea/d/. The difference in the word is noted by its phonemic seperation "/ /". After the student catches onto the letter identification part, the use of minimal pair words shows him or her how the same letter can be used in other words without too much confusion. It is consistency that will foster memorization.

What is Being Taught?

What is being taught is letter identification, sounding of letters, and the application of turning those letters and sounds into new words through practice.

It is the opinion of the writer that this format and structure is a better way for the initial introduction of the alphabet. The student will learn the alphabet through visual association. This structure refutes the notion of teaching students the alphabet in isolation or through rhythmic song.
This construct teaches functional use, examination, and retention of the alphabet from A to Z, all at the same time. The one downside to this construct is the need of visual acuity.

The oral schematics found on the front and within the pamphlet gives an accurate depiction of the tongue's position within the mouth of most early sounds of the alphabet during speaking. This is just another tool that an instructor may use to get their student to practice feeling where their tongue is and where it should be (correct placement) during articulation of words.
How to Use Construct

1. Establish the need to start at this level through formal and informal test or evaluation of existing test or classroom observation.

2. Establish students acuity and aural abilities.

3. You can start with any one of the alphabets or if you need to establish an order from A to Z then it is suggested that you start with the letter A and go in sequential order.

4. You may use this construct for one on one remediation or in group with the use of an overhead projector.

5. Point at an object associated with a letter and ask the student "what is this?" After receiving a correct answer then point to the initial letter of the word that describes that object and say "This is (the letter) for (object)." Then after doing this two to three times then point to the letter that you are working with and say this is (let student answer only) for (say and point to object). By doing this you are removing your voice and answer as the stimulus and you are seeing if memorization has taken over.

6. After letters have been learned in totality, which we suggest, then you can move onto segmentation of minimal pair words. What do I mean by segmentation? I'm glad you asked. Just because the words bat, cat, and sat are there does not mean that you still won't have to break the word down initially, for most cases. Use the letter A and T together first for fluency. Once this combination is mastered then you can start to use the (c-v-c) combination and minimal pairs. Defining words as you go on is a must.

7. As you go through this process use the oral schematic to show your student where their tongue placement should be at the onset of the pronunciation of the words that you are working with. Also have the student show you how they are using their articulators to produce the letter, sound, and/or word in question. That's the fun part.

8. As simple as this construct might seem it will still take time and an effort of consistency on your part as instructor.
Try and make your own word in this space.

/A/ pple - /A/nd, /A/nt, /A/ne

/B/ ird - /B/ag, /B/am, /B/at

/C/at - /C/ab, /C/an, /C/ap

/D/ og - /D/id, /D/ig, /D/ip


/F/ ish - /F/ig, /F/in, /F/it

/G/oat - /G/et, /G/ot, /G/ut

/H/at - /H/it, /H/ot, /H/ut

/I/nk - /I/f, /I/n, /I/s, /I/t

/J/ar - /J/ig, /J/og, /J/ug

/K/ey - /K/id, /K/in, /K/it
Try and make your own word in this space.

/Lip - /L/et , /L/it , /L/ot

/Moon - /M/at , /M/et , /M/ot

/Nail - /N/et , /N/ot , /N/ut

/Old - /O/af , /O/ak , /O/at

/Pen - /P/et , /P/it , /P/ot

/Queen - /Q/quick , /Q/uack

/Ring - /R/at , /R/ot , /R/ut

/Sun - /S/at , /S/et , /S/it

/Teeth - /T/ap , /T/ip , /T/op

/Umbrella - b/u/n , f/u/n , r/u/n

/Vest - /V/an , /V/in , /V/on

/Water - /W/et , /W/it , /W/ot
Try and make your own word in this space.

\(/X/-ray - /X/ero , /X/eno\)

\(/Y/ell - /Y/ah , /Y/ak , /Y/ap\)

\(/Z/ebra - /Z/ip , /Z/ig , /Z/it\)

**Popular digraphs used in English:**

\(/Ch/urch- /Ch/amp , /Ch/imp\)

\(/Sh/oe - /Sh/ade , /Sh/ape\)

\(/Th/umb - /Th/ank , /Th/ink\)
What Do Others Say?
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